PARTNERS NET STABLEFORD DESCRIPTION
This is a PARTNERS NET STABLEFORD COMPETITION governed by the Golf
Canada Rules of Golf effective 2019 and the 2016-2017 Decisions on the Rules of Golf
(Chapter 32-b Stableford Competitions), and where applicable, by the tournament
Conditions of Competition and Local Rules. A qualification round, if necessary, must be
played on the same day, time and condition. Handicap must span 8 or less between
partners at the time of qualification. No restriction on handicaps between partners.
On your OFFICIAL tournament scorecard only mark the gross score of each
player. The computer software will calculate the better net score from the two gross
scores. If you cannot help your partner, please pick up to expedite play, and mark an
X and the most likely or allowable score whichever is the lower (see Rule 3, Rules
of Handicapping in Canada) on your scorecard. One player from each team must
putt out on each hole. If one player fails to complete the hole, there is no penalty.
The better net ball on each hole will count. In Stableford, points are awarded as
follows:
More than one over fixed score = 0
One over fixed score = 1
Fixed score = 2 points
One under fixed score = 3 points
Two under fixed score = 4 points
Three under fixed score = 5 points
A second personal scorecard may be marked according to current handicap at the
course being played to determine where strokes are appropriate. Using the handicap
you receive at registration, you may place handicap strokes using dots on your
personal scorecard to indicate where you receive your team strokes. Exchange
official scorecards with your fellow competitors, but keep your own score on your
personal scorecard.
Please be reminded that this game should be entered in the Golf Canada Handicap
System as a tournament (T) score
Refer to Rule 32 Bogey, Par and Stableford Competitions in the Rules of Golf, for
more information.
All prizes will be net.
SAMPLE OFFICIAL SCORE CARD ON NEXT PAGE

